
What is phonics? 

Phonics:
•	 is	a	method	of	teaching	children	to	connect	the	letters	of	the	alphabet	to	the	sounds	that		they	make	and	blend	them		

for	reading;	
•	 is	a	method	of	teaching	children	to	identify	the	individual	sounds	(phonemes)	within		words	and	segment	them	for	spelling.		

The	sounds	in	English	speech	sounds	are	represented	by	the	26	letters	of	the	alphabet.
These	letters	and	combinations	of	these	letters	make	44	sounds.

FOOLING AROUND WITH PHONICS

Vowel
phonemes

/a/
/e/
/i/
/o/
/u/
/ai/
/ee/
/igh/
/oa/
/oo/

Examples and alternative 
spellings

cat

peg	bread

pig	wanted

log	want

plug	love

pain	day	gate	station

sweet	heat	thief	these

tried	light	my	shine	mind

road	blow	bone	cold

moon	blue	grew	tune

Vowel
phonemes

/oo/

/ar/

/ur/

/or/

/er/

/ow/

/oi/

/air/

/ear/

Examples and alternative 
spellings

look	would	put

cart	fast	(regional)

burn	first	term	heard	work

torn	door	warn	haul	law	call

wooden	circus	sister

down	shout

coin	boy

stairs	bear hare

fear	beer	here

THE FORTY-FOUR PHONEMES

Consonant
phonemes

/b/
/d/
/f/
/g/
/h/
/j/
/k/
/l/
/m/
/n/
/p/
/r/

Examples and alternative 
spellings

baby

dog

field	photo	telegraph

game

hat

judge	giant	barge

cook	quick	mix	Chris

lamb

monkey	comb

nut	knife	gnat

paper

rabbit	wrong

Consonant
phonemes

/s/

/t/

/v/

/w/

/wh/

/y/

/z/

/th/

/th/

/ch/

/sh/

/zh/

/ng/

Examples and alternative 
spellings

sun	mouse	city	science

tap	hat

van

was

where	(regional)

yes

zebra	please	is

then	weather

thin

chip	watch

ship	mission	chef

treasure

ring	sinkC
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Choose	some-one	to	be	the	Bingo	caller	who	will	
choose	different	objects	or	pictures		
(from	the	box	/	basket)

When	the	Bingo	caller	holds	up	the	object	or	
picture	and	calls	out	the	name	for	it,	everyone	
with	a	Bingo	board	has	to	look	to	see	if	they	have	
a	matching	sound	on	their	board.

For	example:		if	you	had	sounds,		m,	oo,		l,		ch,		sh,		
w,		or		and	‘shoe’	-	you	would	be-able	to	match	the	
‘sh’	on	your	board.		

Each	time	you	match	a	sound	on	your	board	you	
can	put	a	counter	or	button	over	it	to	remember	
you’ve	already	found	it.

The	first	player	to	cover	all	the	sounds	on	their	
board	calls	out			

	

(You	can	choose	to	carry	on	playing	if	you	want,	
until	everyone	has	covered	up	all	the	sounds)

Using	the	felt	Bingo	boards,	choose	6	different	sound	cards	
to	place	on	your	board.	(the	cards	with	sounds	such	as:			
d,  th,  oo,  air,  ee,  y,  sh	)			

You can play with a few friends or just a brother, 
sister, mum or dad.

BINGO PINGO

Variations

You	could	also	switch	around,	choosing	the	
‘picture’	cards	for	your	Bingo	boards	and	the	
Bingo	caller	picks	out	the	‘sound’	cards.

For	a	quick	and	simple	game,	just	use	pencil	and	
paper	and	write	your	own	chosen	sounds	or	
pictures	onto	the	paper.

To	begin	with	or	with	younger	children,	the	
caller	could	simply	call	out		the	individual	sounds	
to	be	matched.

For	older	children	you	might	progress	onto	
holding	up	word	cards	that	can	be	matched	with	
the	sounds	on	the	board.			

The	Bingo	Pingo	caller	could	draw	the	objects,	
which	would	have	to	be	guessed	correctly	before	
you	can	match	your	sound!		

‘BINGO’ or  
‘BINGO PINGO’  

wins	the	game!



CH, E  E, P, OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO. K, T. P, P, ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ  
K, K, LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL D, D, D. 

Welcome to the Sound Machine.
Come and play with the sounds that make words.

What to do:
Choose	an	instrument.
Hold	the	end	to	your	mouth,	using	your	hand	like	a	trumpet	piece.
Try	making	the	sounds	written	at	the	top	of	this	page.
Experiment	with	different	sounds	
(look	at	the	machine	for	inspiration).

You could:
Whisper	sounds	into	someone’s	ear.	
Write	your	own	sound	music	and	perform	it.
Get	a	group	together	and
create	your	own	sound	symphony!

SOUND MACHINE

REMEMBER! DON’T MAKE LOUD SOUNDS IN ANYONE’S EAR, THIS CAN DAMAGE IT!



Gobbler	is	hungry.
He	eats	the	sounds	that	make	words.

Feed	him	objects	which	have	the	sound	or	sounds	he	asks	for.

How To Play
One	person	operates	Gobbler	from	behind.
One	or	more	feed	Gobbler	from	the	front.

To Start
Gobbler starts by saying a sound, e.g. 	‘b’ or 	‘oo’.
There are also speech bubble cards with sounds written on them you can 
post out of his mouth (say the sound out loud as you post it).  

The Gobbler feeders must then find an object in the object box which has 
the sound Gobbler has asked for. E.g: ‘b’ boat, ‘oo’ boot.

Gobbler might say ‘yum!’ if it’s the right object or ‘yuk!’ if the object doesn’t 
have the sound asked for. After 5 goes swap over and let the other person 

be the Gobbler.

Chit chat:
Make your own messages on the paper provided and post them out of the 
mouth. Feed messages back in through a slot beneath the ear.
All change: Try changing Gobblers eyes and nose!

GOBBLER MUNCHER GAME

HAVE A FUNNY YUMMY TIME!


